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Details of Visit:

Author: MartinTJ
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 8 Feb 2016 20:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Babylon Girls London Escorts Agency
Website: https://www.babylongirls.co.uk/
Phone: 07919077777

The Premises:

Lovely ground floor flat around 5/10 mins from Marble Arch or Edgware Rd tubes. Nice and easy to
find for anyone who knows central London or can use google maps! Parking just outside (although
that may be residents permits only I suspect). The flat itself it top class, well furnished and her room
has ensuite shower.

The Lady:

Beautiful Italian girl, mid-20s and about 5'6" I would guess. Slim figure with enhanced boobs but
done more naturally than some! Small tattoo on the front of her shoulder which isn't on her photos,
but otherwise she looks pretty close to the photos on the site, if ever so slightly older.

The Story:

Very confident and sexy, Nicole is understandably a little more expensive than some of the other
girls but you perhaps get what you pay for in this respect. Was offered a shower on arrival and
some general chit-chat although it took her a while to become friendly - found her a bit aloof to
begin with - staring at herself in the mirror seemed to be her approach for the first 10 minutes! - but
she soon mellowed and I imagine she responds well to regulars.

OWO was great, with superb technique, then several positions followed all of which were good. She
was not amazingly responsive but made the right sort of noises without either laying there like a
plank or overdoing it too much! She has such a great body that I didn't last as long as usual, and
although I didn't go for round 2, I'm pretty certain it wouldn't have been a problem from her point of
view.

Ended up having a nice chat afterwards (she's no clock-watcher either which is a big plus!) and it's
clear Nicole is a very intelligent girl. I reckon she would be ideal if you were looking for a girl to wine
and dine before moving on to the action as an hour with her only tells a very small part of the story I
suspect.

Definitely recommended, and thanks to the agency for their advice/help too.
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